
You should be:

Sure that you really want work and live in Asia - interested to understand and accept Asian culture
Interculturally competent, especially regarding the mediation between German and Asian expectations
Passionate to work in a highly flexible environment
Able to stay organized even when juggling chaotic workloads
Dedicated to HEUFT Technology and a German quality approach
Highly motivated, responsible, reliable, loyal and determined
An assertive yet empathic leader, who helps, guides, motivates, supports and develops our employees

Your qualifications:

Ability to lead, guide and motivate a large team of
engineers and assistants which deliver high level
technical support to our customers worldwide
Education with a technical or commercial
background and a minimum of 5 years of business
experience in a similar position
Initial leadership experience
Fluent Business English
Highly flexible and able to work independently

Your tasks:

Represent HEUFT in the Philippines
Manage the office operations in Manila
Control and manage the service team of HEUFT Asia
to provide high level technical services to our
customers in and outside Asia
Control and support the Manila office team to
ensure the team provides fast after sales services
and spare part support
Support and boost the commercial after sales
activities in the Asia/Oceania Region
Deliver on-demand support for other HEUFT
subsidiaries with engineers of our Philippine office

SERVICE MANAGER (M/F/D)
LOCATION: MANILA

LOCATION: MANILA

HEUFT SYSTEMTECHNIK GMBH is a successful medium-sized German company with currently 18 subsidiaries worldwide. We are the technology
leader in the areas of quality assurance and efficiency management in the food, pharmaceutical and beverage industries.

Our Asia business is operated by our service team in Manila. To support our ongoing growth we are currently searching for a qualified, motivated
and reliable person to take on the newly designed job of a
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If you are interested and a suitable candidate please send your application, including your full resume, to human.resources@heuft.com.


